
 

 
Lapland Luxury is an exclusive destination management company (DMC) based in Arctic Circle, 

Finland. We specialize in crafting personalized, high-end experiences in the Arctic region, and aim to 
create unforgettable, one-of-a-kind journeys for our guests - with delicate arctic nature in our hearts. 
 
Our offerings extend beyond the immediate vicinity of Rovaniemi, allowing you the opportunity to 
explore other captivating destinations in Lapland and Finland. While we do offer exceptional 
getaways and a range of luxurious villas in the picturesque surroundings of Rovaniemi, the capital of 
Finnish Lapland, we also provide you with the flexibility to venture elsewhere in Lapland and Finland. 
 
Lapland Luxury is committed to ensuring that your stay is truly exceptional. We specialize in 
tailoring your arctic adventure to fulfil your deepest desires and dreams, with every aspect 
customized to align with your individual preferences. We understand that true luxury lies in 
customization. That's why we offer a range of experiences, from our own villas to all-inclusive 
vacations complete with unforgettable arctic adventures, private transfers, private chefs, and 
dedicated hosts. Every aspect is carefully tailored to your wishes, ensuring a flawless experience. 
 
What sets Lapland Luxury apart is our steadfast dedication to professionalism. With extensive 
experience in high-end travel and a passion for crafting unforgettable moments through seamless 
storytelling, we take pride in our role as a privately family-owned local company with a rich history 
of over 25 years in the luxury travel, storytelling, and northern forest industries. This unique blend of 
expertise empowers us to curate exceptional, luxurious experiences that harmonize seamlessly with 
the delicate northern environment. We excel at handling even the most challenging requests and 
consistently surpass the expectations of discerning travellers seeking the utmost luxury and 
exclusivity. 
 

 
Our exquisite villas cater to every taste, whether you prefer a secluded, warm, and intimate 
hideaway, a traditional and authentic villa with panoramic lake views for larger families, or a modern 
Nordic architectural marvel adorned with design and local art. We have access to privately owned 
villas that are available to no other than our guests. The selection of our private villas features a solid 
connection to nature and has a beautiful touch of Finnish highlights, such as a traditional Finnish 
sauna, arctic outdoor activity equipment, panoramic windows to nature, a fully equipped kitchen 
and the opportunity to witness the enchanting northern lights from the comfort of your sofa by the 
fire or the bed. 
 
One of the crown jewels of Lapland Luxury is the private and luxurious Hidden Arctic Cloud Villas, 
providing a perfect escape in the beautiful northern forest where all the details are carefully 
designed to cater for the needs of our distinguished guests, surrounded by the Arctic nature.  
The brand-new Hidden Arctic Cloud Villas are tucked in a secluded forest, a mere 20-minute drive 
from Rovaniemi city centre. These villas offer a chance to immerse yourself in the breathtaking 
beauty of the Lappish winter wonderland with a focus on luxury, comfort, and privacy. 
 

 
Lapland Luxury is proudly a part of SantaPark Arctic World, a renowned brand family that includes 
the award-winning Arctic TreeHouse Hotel, the acclaimed design restaurant Rakas, the Christmas-
themed park SantaPark – The Home Cavern of Santa Claus, and the hidden gem Santa Claus Secret 
Forest – Joulukka, where you can delve into the secrets of Santa Claus. Our journey began with a 
passion for delivering extraordinary experiences, and over the years, we have honed our expertise to 

become pioneers in high-end travel.  
 
 

For more information: 

lapland@laplandluxury.com 
+358 10 3098102 

https://laplandluxury.com/ 
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